
HARLEM SHAKE

The Harlem Shake is an Internet meme in the form of a video in which a group of people dance to a short excerpt from
the song "Harlem Shake". As a meme, the.

The Headbanging Harlem Shake Shake them dreads! After the video was uploaded on February 15, , it gained
media attention, causing the U. The Norwegian Harlem Shake This one's weird, but the winters are long, dark
and cold up in Norway, okay? The students who participated in the meme were also fined by the Dean. Some
of the more notable incidents include: In February, a New York high school ice hockey team was forced to
forfeit a first-round playoff game after they uploaded a video of themselves doing the Harlem Shake while
scantily clothed in a locker room. This marked an important recognition that YouTube now plays a vital role
in shaping cultural trends, defining hit songs ahead of radio programmers. NCAC Director Joan Bertin
referred to the suspensions as "a rather disproportionate response by educators" to what she described as
"teenage hijinks". Four pharmaceutical students had been arrested the previous week for breaching decency
laws by performing the dance in their underwear. Let us know in the comments. The dancing style should not
be confused with the original Harlem Shake dance. However, for the first time in the history of the usage of
the meme, Baauer and eventually the record label he is signed to, Mad Decent , took legal action against Pai
for unauthorized use of his music. From the day when the first video was uploaded until it hit 1 billion views,
the videos were accumulating an average of more than 20 million views a day. News UK [29] and Mashable.
The videos, which were created by OnkleSaft as a way to entice tourists to visit the city of Trondheim [12] ,
begin with a peaceful view of a landmark site before suddenly jumping to another scene from the same
vantage point where the entire group is shown dancing wildly to Dubstep music. The Involuntary Cat Harlem
Shake Cats were just living their normal cat lives minding their normal cat business until the Internet came
along. Shortly after the breakout of Harlem Shake in , one of the montage videos on YouTube shown below
was renamed to include "Origin of Harlem Shake" in the title. Then, as the beat kicks in on Baauer's "Harlem
Shake," we smash cut to the entire room going nuts in the most ridiculous ways possible. On February 10, , the
upload rate of Harlem Shake videos reached 4, per day, or one every  Moreover, there is a level playing field
for celebrities and fans alike, with no guarantee of success for either group. In March, the U. The dance was
performed by fictional students at the University of Lima , while Finn Cory Monteith monologues about life at
college. This chart showing the frequency of those uploads gives you a sense of how fast the meme is taking
off: A quick guide for the baffled: Harlem Shake videos all follow the script of one person, often in a helmet,
dancing alone in a room full of bored-looking people. Baauer's song starts with a second intro, a bass drop,
then 15 seconds with the bass, and a lion roar at the end of the first 30 seconds. Nonetheless, the simplicity of
the concept allows fans considerable scope in creating their own distinctive variant and making their mark,
while retaining the basic elements. Performances with unforeseen consequences[ edit ] In February , a New
York boys' ice hockey team was forced to forfeit a first-round playoff game as a result of a Harlem Shake
video uploaded to YouTube. Three of the college students, who organized the event, said in an interview that
the flight attendants and the purser approved their permission before the performance began, saying it was a
great idea and the participating passengers also found it fun. The Peanuts Harlem Shake!!! The team's video,
shot in a locker room, depicts scantily clad team members, notably, one player wearing nothing but a sock.
The time it took for Harlem Shake to hit 1 billion views is half the time " Gangnam Style " took to hit 1 billion
views and almost a sixth of the time that it took " Call Me Maybe ". Usually, a video begins with one person
often helmeted or masked dancing to the song alone for 15 seconds, surrounded by other people not paying
attention or seemingly unaware of the dancing individual. On February 14th, it reached an all-time high on
iTunes, reaching 3 on their overall sales chart in the US. It began with a normal shot of Jensen , dancing
randomly, with Jared on his phone behind him, seemingly unaware. By contrast, the grassroots, bottom-up
Harlem Shake has been described as a symbiotic viral meme, [20] where open culture and business coexist.
The resulting backlash saw the Ministry's website hacked by activists, and according to some reports there
were scuffles between Salafists and students wishing to perform the dance elsewhere in the country. After
examining various Twitter data sets mined during the onset of the meme in early February, Ashton concluded
in the article that, in contrary to the widespread interpretation of Harlem Shake as yet another accidental
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triumph for the Internet's hive mind, its online popularity may be attributed to active participation from a
number of corporate subsidiaries engaged in YouTube partnerships, namely Maker Studios and the
InterActiveCorp IAC affiliated Vimeo and College Humor. Clearly, part of the success of the videos can be
attributed to the anticipation of that breakout moment. In March, an Oxford University graduate student and
librarian was terminated for allowing a group of students to perform the Harlem Shake in a library building.
Cut 'em some slack. In March, five Russians were arrested by the police after they uploaded a video of
themselves doing the dance on a World War II-era army tank at a war memorial site. With the exception of a
takedown notice issued when artist Azealia Banks tried to upload her own version of the track, [41] Baauer
and his label, Mad Decent records, instead made use of YouTube's Content ID database to assert copyright
over the fan-made videos and claim a proportion of advertising revenue in respect of each one.


